Open Access Books from Colmex on Project MUSE

Nearly 700 formerly out-of-print scholarly books from El Colegio de México (Colmex) are now available open access on Project MUSE. A prestigious Mexican institute of higher education specializing in teaching and research in social sciences and humanities, Colmex established its press in 1938. It has continuously published significant work with special emphases on history, sociology, literary criticism, and political science, while focusing on Mexican and Latin American contexts. A grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has allowed nearly half of its prestigious backlist to be digitized and made freely available to scholars and readers worldwide with no restrictions.

These Colmex titles include over 600 OA books in Spanish, with more than half of them treating aspects of Latin American and Caribbean Studies. Also included is an impressive list of Asian Studies titles from Colmex's Center of Asian and African Studies.

MUSE is pleased to support increased discovery of and access to this important, previously-unavailable scholarship. Colmex books on MUSE are provided in a user friendly and adaptable HTML5-format, require no login or registration for access, and offer unlimited downloading and printing. Libraries wishing to increase the visibility of the open access content to their users may obtain free MARC records or activate them in major discovery systems.
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